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Object tracking is very important task in computer vision. Fast search algorithms emerged as 

important search technique to achieve real time tracking results. To enhance the performance of 
these algorithms, we advocate the hardware implementation of such algorithms. Diamond search 
block matching motion estimation has been proposed recently to reduce the complexity of motion 
estimation.  In this paper we selected the diamond search algorithm (DS) for implementation using 
FPGA. This is due to its fundamental role in all fast search patterns. The proposed architecture is 
simulated and synthesized using Xilinix and modelsim soft wares. The results agree with the 
algorithm implementation in Matlab environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Motion estimation is the key technique of video coding that reduces temporal 
redundancies of sequences to make compression efficient. It can also be used for object 
tracking(1).Enormous amount of computation in ME prevents the software implementation 
from running timely in real-time video coding systems .VLSI implementation of ME is  
used in real time applications.  ME technique has two categories: pel recursive 
algorithm(PRA) in which we obtain the displacement by the pel, and block-matching 
algorithm(BMA).In BMA ME is carried out on a block-by-block basis(frame is divided 
into several macro blocks) .in the PRA, motion vectors are recursively estimated to 
minimize the motion compensated prediction error at each pixel instant. Due to its 
regularity and simplicity, the BMA is very suitable for VLSI implementation (2). There are 
three factors affect the performance of BMA: 1) search method, 2) search range, and 3) 
block matching criteria. Many search methods have been reported(3) .BMA are basically 
divided to full search method(FSBM) and fast block matching algorithms (FBMAs).In 
FBMAs the motion vector is computed independently using fixed set of search patterns 
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like, Three Step Search(TSS)[4],Four Step Search[5],Block Based Gradient 
Decent(BBGDS)[6] and DS[7].  

The full search method block matching (FSBM) is well known and commonly used in 
the video coding system because of its high performance and regularity. To meet real time 
requirements, the systolic array architecture is widely adopted for FSBM and it needs large 
number of processing elements for parallel processing. Diamond search (DS) is a good 
choice to satisfy real-time applications and retains acceptable image quality. The result of 
applying fast algorithms such as DS shows a promising performance that is close to that of 
full search with a significant speedup. Though these algorithms are fast enough to be 
implemented in software for real time system, a low power consumption hardware 
implementation is still needed for portable devices which are typically operated with 
battery power [8]. Existing VLSI architectures, such as systolic array [9] or tree 
architecture [10] are either incapable or inefficient for this new class of algorithms in terms 
of storage cost and memory access patterns.  Due to its irregular data flow, it is also not 
suitable implemented by the systolic array architecture .actually we choose the diamond 
search because it is the base starting point of new group of FSBMAs [11-13]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the diamond 
search algorithm in details .In section 3 we present hardware design of DS. In section 4 the 
implementation of this hardware design is discussed. Section 5 previews experimental 
results, and finally the conclusion. 
 
 

DIAMOND SEARCH ALGORITHM 
 

In DS [7] the search basic point pattern is the diamond shape, and there is no limit on 
the number of steps that the algorithm can take. There are two different types of fixed 
patterns, one is Large Diamond Search Pattern (LDSP) and the other is Small Diamond 
Search Pattern (SDSP). These two patterns and the DS procedure are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The first step uses LDSP and if the least cost search point is at the center location we jump 
to fourth step. The consequent steps, except the last step, are also similar and use LDSP, 
but the number of search points where cost function is checked is reduced to either 3 or 5 
as shown in Fig.1. The last step uses SDSP around the new search origin and the location 
with the least weight is the best match.  

 
 

Figure 1: different cases of diamond search algorithm. 
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DS algorithm steps are:- 
Step 1) The initial LDSP is centered at the origin of the search window, and the 9 
Checking points of LDSP are tested. If the MBD point calculated is located at the 
center position, go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 2. 
Step 2) The MBD point found in the previous search step is re-positioned as the 
center point to form a new LDSP. If the new MBD point obtained is Located at the 
center position, go to Step 3; otherwise, recursively repeat this step. 
Step 3) Switch the search pattern from LDSP to SDSP. The MBD point found in 
this Step is the final solution of the motion vector which points to the best Matching 
block. 

             
HARDWARE DESIGN OF DIAMOND SEARCH ALGORITHM 

 
Diamond search (DS) algorithm represents the starting algorithm of fast search block 

matching algorithms (FBMAs). Ds algorithm has irregular data flow so implementing it by 
hardware systolic arrays is a very difficult and complicated process. So our direction was 
focused on implementing DS without using systolic arrays. The main idea behind our 
design was taken from converting the algorithm steps into a state machine. Fig.2 describes 
a general state diagram of DS algorithm.  It consists of four states which are large diamond, 
add five, add three, and small diamond. The final motion vector is produced from the small 
diamond state. 

To show how the state machine operates, the initial state is the large diamond state, 
after finishing the computation process of the nine search points that form the LDSP. Its 
main output will be the least cost search point in addition to the location data of this point 
and temporary motion vector caused by this point (both are not shown in the 
figure).depending on this search point the next state can be  identified  as follow: 
 

If         sp =5                     then    next_state<=small diamond 
              elsif sp= 1 or 4 or 6 or 9 then  next_state <=add five points          (1) 

elsif sp=2 or 3 or 7 or 8  then   next_state<=add three points 
                  end if; 
 

The transitions between states is finished when the search point becomes at the center 
(SP=5).Hence switching to small diamond state that computes the final motion vector. The 
state machine delivers the least cost search point and defines the next state.Fig.3.a 
describes an example of DS that Leeds to motion vector (-4,-2). The sequence of  its states 
are large diamond then add five then add three then repeat add three then small diamond. 
This sequence is shown in fig.3.b. in next section  the description of converting this state 
machine into an implemented hardware is discussed. 
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Figure 2: state diagram describes the operation of diamond search. 
 

       
                                          (a)                                                                                      (b) 
 
Figure 3: (a) Search path example which leads to the motion vector (4, 2) in five search steps—
four times of LDSP and one time SDSP at the   final step. (b) Sequence of states nine, five, three, 
three, and four search points. 
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HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF DIAMOND SEARCH ALGORITHM 
  

We used structural architecture to convert the state machine shown in fig.2 into an 
implemented   hardware .Each state in the state diagram is converted to a block. Each block 
consists of sub blocks. Also the state diagram has its own block known as state machine 
controller. The five blocks are connected with each other and the result is the total DS 
algorithm. Before discussing   the five main blocks, we will first discuss in general some 
important sub blocks that are helpful in each block like the current and reference frame 
buffers, processing element unit, comparator and serial to parallel register. The main five 
blocks are: 

1-  large diamond block: this block represent the first step of the DS algorithm, where 
the cost function (MAD) of each point of the first nine search points that form the 
large diamond  are estimated . The least cost point determines the next block. 

2-  Add five block: its job is to add new five points if the least cost point of the large 
diamond is at the corner (points 1 or 4 or 6 or 9). 

3-  Add three block: its duty is to add three new points if the least cost point is at the 
center of the corners (points 2 or 3 or 7 or 8). 

4- Small diamond block: this block estimates the cost function of the five points that 
represent the small diamond and then computes the final motion vector. 

5-  Modified state machine block: it is the controller block, that controls the 
transitions between the above mentioned four blocks (large, add five, add three, and 
small diamond block). 

 
1. Important Sub Blocks Used in the Design 

These sub blocks are essential in our design as they are used in the first five blocks 
with some little modifications depending on the number of search points used in each 
block. 
 
1.1 current ram block 

The main job of this block is to get the current block pixel values. The blocks that 
represent the current frame are formed of (16×16) pixels. In the design the pixel values of 
the current frame were taken from mat lab program using file I/O function. 
Each block has its own current pixel values (16×16).Fig.4 shows the current ram block that 
defines its inputs and output (16×16) array. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: current Ram symbol. 
 

1.2. Reference ram block 
The basic job of this block is to provide the search area (23×23) pixel values for each 

block defined as search window. Also the pixel values of each search point of the nine 
points that form the large diamond (large diamond block) or five points (add five block) or 
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three points (add three block). The search area will be used in the remaining four blocks. 
The design of this block is a structural one; this means that it consists of sub blocks which 
help to get the right output.fig.5 shows the final block of the reference ram used in large 
diamond block. 

 

 
Figure 5: reference Ram structural for large diamond block. 

 
 
1.3. Processing element unit (Pe) 

The cost function is computed using the processing element. The design of our 
processing element is different than other designs as it computes the cost function of the 
two 2D arrays of the current and reference search point's value in one clock pulse this 
reduces the computation time. The Pe performs SAD operation of the two search points 
coming from current and reference images. Three main operations are performed which are 
subtraction, absolute difference, and addition [14, 15].fig .6 shows the processing element 
symbol and operations performed inside it. 
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                                 (a)                                                                   (b) 

 
Figure 6: processing element unit (a) symbol (b) basic operation. 

 
 
1.4 Serial parallel register (spregister) 

The function of this block is to get the value of the output of the processing element 
and convert it into parallel to have nine values in parallel (each one for each point) after 
nine clocks for large diamond block. Fig.7 shows the serial to parallel register symbol  
 

 
 

Figure 7: serial parallel register symbol. 
 
1.5 Comparator 

The comparator takes the nine values from spregister and compares them to get the 
least cost point. The number of the least cost point is determined, also the movement and 
location of this point in x and y is determined. Fig.8 shows the symbol and the main idea of 
comparator operation. 
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                             (a)                                                              (b) 
 
Figure 8: comparator for large diamond (a) symbol (b) idea of comparison is shown in the next 
block. 

 
 

2. Large Diamond Block 
The large diamond block is shown in fig.9: 

 

 
Figure 9: large diamond block. 
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Figure 10: Add five block. 
 

3. Add Three Blocks 
In this block we add three points if the MBD point is at the center of one of the four 

corners. It is similar to add five block with small change. 
 
4.  Small Diamond Block 

This block represents the final step of the search process by which the final motion 
vector is determined. As shown in fig.11 Five search points are computed and their cost is 
determined so as to compute the final motion vector. 
 
5.  State machine block 

The main controller of above blocks is the state machine. This block is responsible on 
controlling the transitions between the other four blocks depending on the least search point 
from previous state. It also takes the necessary data (location and movement) of this least 
weight search point from the previous block and provides it to the next block to be 
updated.fig.12 shows the state machine controller symbol that defines its inputs and 
outputs. 
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Figure 11: Small diamond block. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 12: State machine controller. 
 

The main block that contains the connection between the four blocks and the state machine 
block is shown in Fig.13. The final motion vector for each macro block is stored and 
compared with each other to get maximum repletion motion vector.  
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Figure 13: Main block of DS algorithm. 
 

First of all the large diamond block computes its minimum cost search point .this is 
done by enabling the large diamond block (ldenable=1) then after getting the large diamond 
point from the large block (sp).the next block is identified up to this point if it equals 1 or 4 
or 6 or 9 then the next state will be add five and hence the fiveenable =1 so as to enable the 
addfive block, and waits until we retrieve the fivesp. If the sp is 2 or 3 or 7 or 8 then the 
next state will be add three and hence the state machine will make the three enable=1 and 
waits until the threesp gets its value. If sp=5 then the next state will be small diamond 
hence small enable=1, hence the final motion vector is determined. The states of add five 
and add three can be repeated or switched before the last state which is the small diamond 
state. 
 

SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 

To validate the proposed architecture of DS algorithm, we compared the simulated 
results with Mat lab output. Two consecutive frames are selected from video sequence. The 
first frame is the reference frame and the other is called current frame. For better and fast 
performance, we do thresholding to define region of interest (ROI).now instead of applying 
the algorithm all over the frame, it is applied only on ROI. The motion vectors produced by 
hardware architecture are compared with the motion vectors produced by mat lab. Two 
frames are taken from "sample video.avi" as shown in fig (14) and the motion vectors 
produced from mat lab are compared with the motion vectors produced from hardware 
simulator using modelsim. The comparison produced identical similarity of most of all 
motion vectors. 
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Figure 14: Modelsim simulation results. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

New proposed hardware architecture of DS algorithm has been implemented. The 
proposed architecture is structural one. It consists of five main blocks. This design may be 
the start engine for designing the new FBMAs. Experimental results showed that the 
proposed architecture works properly, as it is compared with Matlab results on two 
consecutive frames. The motion vectors produced from the proposed hardware using 
Xilinix and Modelsim are identical to those produced by Matlab environment. This helps in 
the ease of implementing DS in real time with low power consumption. 
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